Regional Pillars
Session 4: 1-14-20
Corporate Pillars is a program designed to emulate some of the conditions that contributed to success
of Silicon Valley.
Essentially, we want to provide an environment where the large organizations become aware of the
smaller/growth organizations within the region.
The goals of the program:
1) Exposure and Awareness.
2) To provide solicited feedback from Pillar organizations to assist the small/growth firm development.
3) Generation of interest for lead generation and referrals within circles of influence.
Corporate Pillars is a non-solicitation environment, establishing a comfort zone for the larger
organizations to observe and comment freely without pressure.
• Each quarter, we’ll conduct a 3-hour session.
• Each 3-hour session will allow 6 companies, 20 minutes each for presentation and Q&A.
• Any on-going discussion and/relationship development will be at the discretion of the participating
organizations.
Development and improvement of the program will be based on experiential learning and feedback of
the participants.
All information discussed and shared by companies should be consider proprietary and confidential.
Thank you for your interest and participation.

President
Hampton Roads Innovation Collaborative - The Region’s Technology Council
109 G Gainsborough Square, #233
Chesapeake, VA 23320
danbell@hric.email or danginobell@outlook.com
757-373-6517
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Regional Pillars
Session 4: 1-14-20
Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3-3:30p Arrive, Meet & Greet
3:30-3:50p - IBC Renewables – Ray Crabbs ------------------- Page 3-6
3:50-4:10p - DataPrivia – Jon Burger ---------------------------- Page 7-8
4:10-4:30p - Redactable – Amanda Levay ---------------------- Page 9
4:30-4:45p - Break with light refreshments served.
4:45 – 5:05p - xTuple - Wally Tonra and Andrew Barkan--- Page 10-12
5:05-5:25p - Klett Consulting – Mark Klett --------------------- Page 13-17
5:25-5:45p – Broadband Now – Jeff Beekhoo ----------------- Page 18-20
5:45-6p - Open Discussion:
• Program evaluation discussion.
• How to improve.
• What companies would you like to present?

All Information Contained Is
Considered Confidential
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Cyber Security and Technology Services
Company Detail
• DataPrivia was founded in 2010 as a Cyber Security consulting firm.
• Incorporated in 2013.
• Current Managed Services regions are Central Virginia, Tidewater and Richmond.
• Professional services are provided throughout the US and Canada.
• DataPrivia is a profitable organization and growing on average of 20-25% annually.
Capabilities
• Governance, Risk and Compliance
• Professional Services
• Managed Services
• Business Intelligence and Application Integration
Market Differentiators
• DataPrivia provides complete Cyber Security and Compliance services
• This allows us to manage the complete security lifecycle
• We stay with our customers long term managing their compliance, technology and business
processes
• DataPrivia has a depth of knowledge that allows us to augment our customers capabilities
The Competition
• We do not compete with other organizations
• Our growth has been organic
• Our growth has been a result of our customers referrals
• Why do we grow consistently?
• We have developed a culture that customers want to be a part of
• We are sought out by talented individuals who want to be a part of DataPrivia
• We focus on serving our customers, get that right and the growth will happen despite our
competition
Governance, Risk and Compliance
• DataPrivia provides Compliance and IT solutions for organizations that have special mandates
governing their business.
• Governance, Risk and Compliance
• DataPrivia has a legal team that addresses the issues associated with compliance.
• We maintain a staff of compliance experts including a Certified ITAR Expert, CISSP, GIAC
certified security experts, Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity certified experts
• Our compliance team develops policies and processes required to become compliant with
complex mandates
• Our engagements typically begin with an assessment of current policies and procedures
• Assessments are performed for validation of compliance for mandates such as ITAR, DFAR,
CMMC, HIPAA, PCI, FERPA, GDPR, GLBA and others
• Mandate requirements are mapped to NIST standards
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Professional Services
• Cyber Security
• Technical Security Assessments and Testing
• Secure Network Architecture Design
• Implementation of Security Controls
• Secure Technology Solutions
• Systems, Network, Telecom, WiFi, Cloud Solutions (AWS, Azure and GCP), Systems
Virtualization
• Process Development
• Disaster Recovery, Secure Backups, Vulnerability Management, Security Monitoring and
Response, Social Engineering testing
• Training and Development
Managed Services
• Complete managed IT and Security solutions
• DataPrivia provides onsite technicians
• 0-100% managed IT managed services
• Managed Security Services
• Vulnerability Management, Security Controls Management (Firewalls, Endpoint, IDS/IPS, etc).
• Remote Support Desk
• Managed Backups
• Managed Secure Cloud Services
Business Intelligence and Application Integration
• Data Visualization
• Custom API Development
• Application Integration
Who are our ideal customers?
• They have complex mandate requirements
• Government Supply Chain Providers – ITAR, CMMC, NIST 800-171, DFARS
• Medical Providers - HIPAA
• Financial Services – PCI, GLBA, FFIEC, Sarbanes Oxley
• Higher Education – FERPA, PCI, HIPAA, GDPR
• No mandates but other complexities
• ISO 27001 and 27002
• Best practices are assessed against the NIST Cyber Security Framework and Critical Security
Controls
• Very complex networks, systems and applications
Challenges
• Talent Acquisition
• Finding solid, qualified and experienced people who share our passion and business values is
always a challenge
• We will slow down our growth to make certain we have the right people to serve our customers.
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About xTuple
Founded in 2001, xTuple (rhymes with quadruple), is an enterprise resource planning (ERP) platform
designed to address the challenges specific to manufacturers at every stage of growth and level of
complexity. Used by a wide range of companies dependent on inventory management, logistics, and
production, xTuple is dedicated to service excellence throughout a customers’ lifecycle.
A robust, scalable and accessible platform, xTuple helps manufacturers improve productivity and
performance to achieve sustainable growth and profitability.
Products & Services
xTuple provides an enterprise-level platform hosted on-premises or in the cloud. xTuple understands
ERP cannot be piecemeal and that effectively managing every aspect of a manufacturing operation
requires the breadth of tools available, so clients have use of the entirety of the platform with the ability
to implement and/or customize modular packages as needed to scale with the needs of their operation.
The platform is comprised of comprehensive tools to manage the following key areas:
Accounting & Finance CRM & Sales Inventory Management
Tax Management (integration with Avalara) Time & Projects

Manufacturing

Purchasing

In addition to implementation and technical support, xTuple offers professional services for additional
training and customizations.
Customers
xTuple works with companies of every size and operational complexity - from the simplest to the most
advanced products and processes, our customers rely on the xTuple platform to manage operations,
streamline supply chain processes and grow their business profitably. Our clients represent a crosssection of industries among them manufacturers, resellers and distribution companies specializing in a
range of segments including food processing, building materials, electronics components, metal
fabrication, and many others.
Market Overview
Outlook for xTuple is highly favorable. Output in the manufacturing industry is growing steadily;
estimates project growth from $6.1 T in 2018 to $7.1 T in 2028. According to the U.S. Labor Bureau,
there are approximately 356,046 manufactures in the United States, all but 4,000 are considered small,
employing less than 500 people. Nearly 50%, or 166,178 operate in categories where xTuple creates
the greatest value. This size serviceable addressable market, places xTuple in a solid position to
achieve considerable growth over the next 24 to 48 months.
Differentiation
In addition to a technical focus on the tactical needs of manufacturers, key differentiators include:
1. xTuple knows its place. We do not position ourselves as “everything to everyone,” but are highly
specialized, focusing on the larger small to medium sized manufacturing market, addressing specific
pain points and helping them understand and refine their processes and workflows; we seek
partners, not customers.
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2. A modular, scalable approach that makes xTuple more accessible than any equally robust solution
both from the cost and implementation standpoint;
3. xTuple has streamlined our process, allowing us to offer accelerated implementation with go-live
dates in as little as 90-days; and
4. xTuple is not afraid to address the elephant in the room; from Day 1, our team leads with
implementation to effectively manage expectations. Our dedicated Customer Success team ensures
no one is ever left hanging.
Competition
As the xTuple platform provides a comprehensive solution, we compete with the largest providers in the
ERP space including SAP, Epicor and MS Dynamics on the high end of features and cost spectrum
and Acumatica, Odoo and Fishbowl on the lower end. However, xTuple has a clear advantage beyond
features, benefits and cost; xTuple is the only leading system offering accelerated implementation to
go-live in as little as 90-days.
Marketing Strategy
xTuple has recently undergone a brand refinement to align messaging with target audiences including
launching a new website, refining the brand aesthetic and introducing Core Values that speak to our
commitment to Customer Success and Results for our customers and company. xTuple drives demand
and lead generation through an integrated strategy designed to push qualified traffic to industry-,
benefit, and offer-specific landing pages through digital and direct channels. A robust content strategy
supports our position as Subject Matter Experts in the area of manufacturing ERP and serves as the
foundation of public relations, social media and direct marketing efforts. While the xTuple platform is
functional and valuable across manufacturing and distribution, as we prepare for the launch of key
integrations and product / feature releases our approach is account based and highly targeted, focused
on testing positioning to key influencers and decision-makers.
Sales Strategy
Consistently achieving year-over-year growth, the xTuple sales team is comprised of manufacturing
and ERP subject matter experts, giving us the ability to help prospective customers quickly identify and
understand their needs. Supported by an automated lead nurturing program and Sales Development
Representative driving the education and qualification process, the xTuple sales team manages MQL
through in-depth discovery and demonstrations with a focus on ascertaining desired go-live dates.
Demos are tailored to present the most relevant tools with recommendations and commentary relating
to effective measurement and financial ramifications; in essence explaining why specific key
performance indicators (KPI) should be watched for the greatest impact to productivity, performance
and profitability.
Growth Plans
Since its founding, xTuple has achieved consistent growth, as an open source solution and promoting
the use of the breadth of its platform as a single-source solution. In 2019, xTuple made several
adjustments to begin a shift that will take the company into the future, including changing our licensing
model, discontinuing a free entry-level product, steering away from open source to provide an
enterprise level solution including key integrations with far reaching impact to the target audience.
Currently, xTuple is integrated with the industry-leading Avalara Tax Management system. In late Q1,
xTuple will launch an integration with QuickBooks Desktop and in Q2/Q3 with Shopify and other ecommerce systems. These integrations and changes set the foundation for the release of a cloudbased SaaS subscription model that in addition to the integrations outlined here, will be integrated with
QuickBooks online edition.
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Challenges to Growth
While xTuple has seen steady and consistent growth throughout its lifetime, 2019 was a year to
establish a foundation from which to pivot. Historically an open source software positioning to the entire
manufacturing industry, xTuple is now a highly specialized enterprise-level solution focused on specific
segments as outlined above. This has naturally presented multiple challenges, primarily in retaining
long-term customers driven by development and their desire to focus on the customization allowed by
open source technology. As the company emerges from a repositioning in brand and product, the
primary challenge will be effectively communicating our place in the market and manufacturing-specific
features and benefits.
Opportunities
As xTuple enters a new year, new decade and new place in the market, we believe the greatest
opportunities will materialize through growth in market share in key verticals where prospective users
are employing QuickBooks Desktop and /or seeking manufacturing-specific solutions. We believe
additional opportunities will materialize as a result of planned strategic partnerships and the ongoing
release of enhanced features, integrations and products.
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Mark Klett, CEO & Founder
Corporate Pillars Program Strategic Overview

Company Overview
Founded in 2002, KCG is a Service Disabled, Veteran Owned, Small Business headquartered in
Virginia Beach.
KCG's mission is to provide innovative solutions to our client's most complex challenges. We meet
these challenges with highly professional services while sustaining our culture of excellence. KCG
brings knowledge, experience, and capabilities required to successfully manage and execute the many
needs of an evolving and dynamic business environment.
Our commitment to our clients and partners is to provide professional solutions and rapid responses to
various technical challenges. KCG is continually developing innovative, agile, and proactive
approaches and solutions to assistance our clients deliver capabilities that allow them to achieve
success.
Products & Services
KCG utilizes a unique business model that provides our clients with the right products and services
through the management and leveraging of our experienced, technical talent pool of subject matter
experts (SMEs).
KCG has significant experience and involvement in program management, system interoperability,
integrated network architecture, as well as Navy and Joint Command and Control systems.
KCG has a well-earned reputation of capitalizing on our technical knowledge, professional experience,
and access to a network of industry and government SMEs. We deliver solutions to the greatest
technological challenges our clients face today through responsive, on time, on budget deliverables,
and contract fulfillment.
KCG services include:
• Systems Engineering Enterprise Architecture Mission Engineering
• Broadband Consulting
• Additional services offered: Mission Resources Alignment
• Methodology (MRAM) Computer Systems Design Services Office Administrative Services
• Cybersecurity & Security Engineering Test & Evaluation
• Program Management
• IT Governance & Risk Assessment
• Computer Facilities Management Services
• Admin/General Management Services
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Our Customers
• Department of Defense (DoD) Joint Staff
• Military Sealift Command (MSC)
• Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA)
• Department of Homeland Security (DHS)
• Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
• U.S. Fleet Forces (USFF) Commander Operational Test and
• Evaluation Force (COTF)
Our Market
• KCG's market consists of: Federal Government Military/DoD
• State Government, Government Contractors
• Local Government Civilian Agencies
• KCG supports rural broadband development and high-speed broadband implementation.
What Makes KCG Unique
Our prompt, professional services coupled with our company culture makes KCG exceptional. KCG’s
corporate culture is unique in today’s business environment: we celebrate our people while serving our
clients. This approach creates a demand for KCG’s Team of Professionals and their innovative
solutions when coupled with a commitment to our clients.
At KCG we value our employees and celebrate them first and foremost. KCG strives to make our
employees feel inspired, accepted, and appreciated.
KCG has been recognized with numerous rewards, most recently:
2019 Best Places to Work by CoVa Magazine
Competition
2019 Top Workplaces by Inside Business
KCG's main competitors are other technical and engineering focused small businesses as well as large
and small defense contractors.
Technology Strategy
Part of KCG's technology strategy is to balance capabilities and security – we often act as a technology
translator for our clients and partners. This includes using emerging technology to implement best
practices more efficiently, while at the same time enabling clients to better understand their security
environment and associated threats.
KCG offers numerous procedures for updating client’s IT systems (computers, software and networks)
as well as tracking current and evolving technology demands and needs. KCG can provide “Secure
Suite” tools that allow us to evaluate, plan and secure client’s cyber processes. Due to the dynamic and
ever-evolving security requirements in businesses, KCG is vigilant and guarded in which technology
and services we utilize and offer clients, especially where sensitive data is involved, whether classified
or proprietary. KCG follows industry-leading technology standards, including National Institute of
Science and Technology (NIST) publications, Defense Federal Acquisition Regulations (DFAR)
requirements, and other emerging cyber security standards.
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Marketing Strategy
KCG marketing incorporates an All-Hands approach. Our dedicated and client-committed Team of
Professionals help create a high-demand for KCG’s services and products. We formed a KCG
Marketing & Innovation Team in 2017 with a goal to oversee research, modeling, planning, and the
execution of strategic efforts to assist in the growth of KCG.
The Marketing & Innovation Team is an action-based team that understands process-based
efficiencies, how to output revenue generating products and services, and actionable methods to
maximize the innovation, support, and achievement of company goals.
The Marketing & Innovation Team has improved and expanded KCG’s use of social media platforms.
The goal is to boost the KCG brand by increasing awareness of KCG achievements while supporting
our corporate culture and values.
KCG is steadily increasing our presence on four social media platforms: LinkedIn, Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter.
KCG was awarded Best Communication by Inside Business Top Workplaces 2019.
Corporate Strategy
KCG conducted a senior management offsite in December 2016 with the goal of creating a strategic
roadmap and strategy.
The results of that offsite and ensuing meetings was the publishing of the KCG Strategic Plan in the
spring of 2017.
The agreed upon mission going forward for KCG was “…to provide innovative solutions to our clients'
most complex challenges through our professional advisory and support services while sustaining our
culture of excellence…".
Agreement by our management team included a focus on our core competencies: Commitment to
Excellence – Quality
Principles of CIA: Confidentially, Integrity, Availability Responsive
Reliable Adaptable Scalable Professional
KCG commitment to growth and expansion included end-strength goals as well as diversifying
revenues across government and commercial markets. To support this expansion, a focus was
undertaken to improve our brand and infrastructure. Backing this expansion involves the following
priorities:
KCG has a quality workforce. Expanding our workforce while improving our level of expertise in new
business areas in a key priority.
KCG is known for its proven performance on significant projects. Enhancing our brand and brand
awareness is a component of our vision to expand and diversify revenue.
KCG growth has been enabled by its efficient infrastructure. As KCG expands, we will plan to
incorporate new business practices to better support while streamlining our foundation for sustained
growth.
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Our roadmap includes a commitment to partner with trusted peers to assist our growth, expose us to
clients, and aid entrance into new markets.
Take full advantage of small business set aside contracting opportunities Utilize a small business
mentorship program to facilitate our growth.
“CREATING THE FUTURE” is not only KCG’s mantra, it is a vital component of our strategy to deliver
services across diverse business domains. KCG is driven to provide a customer-focused, resultsoriented approach. Our capabilities are based on the effective integration of multiple specialties that
help us ensure timely delivery of required products and services.
Intellectual Property
KCG does have intellectual property but it cannot be shared or disclosed. KCG also has new
intellectual property currently in development.
Growth Plan
Key Objectives
Expanding our workforce while improving our level of expertise in new business areas KCG's goal is to
reach 200+ employees by 2022.
Enhancing our brand, consistency and awareness is a component of KCG's vision to diversify revenue.
KCG growth is enabled by its efficient infrastructure. As the company expands, we will plan and
execute the development of our foundation for sustained growth.
Needs to help KCG continue to grow
Acquiring more partnerships, gaining more prime contracts, and continually diversifying our business
portfolio.
KCG Growth 2017 - 2019
New Hires
2017 - 10
2018 - 23
2019 - 20
Employee Retention 2017 - 84%
2018 - 79%
2019 - 80%
Challenges
Expansion of our business development.
Being competitive for local government contacts, especially with the City of Virginia Beach. Expansion
of our broadband consulting business.
Recruiting the right people for the right jobs at the right time.
Marketing and differentiating KCG's unique cybersecurity credentials, classified experience, and
extensive expertise into the commercial arena.
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Opportunities
There are several opportunities that KCG is actively pursuing:
High-speed broadband planning/implementation in municipalities within the Commonwealth.
As part of broadband planning, ensuring federally mandated cybersecurity “critical infrastructure”
compliance guidelines/requirements are included in network planning. Information Systems Security for
current networks in the commercial/municipal domain Cybersecurity/Risk Management education within
academia.
Cybersecurity policy development with high level federal government, state governments, and
Department of Defense (DoD) decision makers.

"The best way to predict the future is to create it."
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